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What is it, and why care?

Organizational & role structures define decision making and
accountability
Role structure

Organizational structure
There is no ‘best’ org. structure: high-performing
orgs. create structures that optimize for key
decision-making (95% correlation)1

Research finds that role design has the largest
impact on employee motivation – more than career
path, leadership, performance reviews or comp

Companies often define reporting lines before
evaluating what structure is aligned to their needs

Opportunities to increase engagement through role
structure:

A well-performing org. structure brings the ‘right’
groups of staff together to drive key decisions1
‘Key’ decisions are most closely related to your
value proposition
• If product innovation is your competitive
advantage, focus structure around products
Depending on your priorities, org. structure can be
based on functions, products, markets, processes
or evolve with business needs as a ‘holacracy’
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Source: 1) Blenko, Mankins, and Rogers, The Decision-Driven Organization, HBR (June 2010)
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Variety: All roles include mundane tasks; task
variety makes roles more interesting
Impact: Employees should understand impact
of their work on the organization & customers
Ownership: Employees should have end-toend responsibility over aspects and a level of
autonomy in delivering it
Growth: For employees to perform better
they need encouragement from leadership,
space to experiment and feedback
Connection: Many people find interacting &
working with others motivating

Organizational & role structure

As companies grow, organizational & role structure become more
important to business performance
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As companies evolve, so do their organizational & role structure needs
• Roles and reporting structures must be defined as the you become too big for ‘all hands on deck’
• Companies need to clearly define responsibilities and decision processes across the business and
then identify the staff and reporting structures needed to manage them effectively
Companies recognize the need for structure but often focus on org. charts rather than the
outcomes they want to achieve
• More than half of all CEOs reorganize their companies in the first two years of the job, but research
estimates that only 1/3 of reorgs result any meaningful performance improvement1
• Critical to focus on the key decisions and who is accountable for them, not the org structure
To design structures that improve performance, companies need to align on the specific
performance goals and processes they want to optimize
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Source:1) Blenko, Mankins, and Rogers, The Decision-Driven Organization, HBR (June 2010)

Activity

Evaluate your company’s existing organizational structure
using the key questions laid out below

Illustrative answers
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•
•

Do you have clear growth targets?
Can you describe how your current (or planned)
structure will help you achieve them?

“Our structure is based on
product lines because our
sales are driven by speed to
market for new products”

•

What are the most critical routine decisions (e.g.,
pricing, hiring) needed to run your business?

•

How will your org. and role structures facilitate
fast/effective decision making in these areas?

“We distribute solar home
systems, so supply chain is
key. Our supply chain
manager is a Director, has
autonomy, and is financially
penalized for stocks outs”

•

Which functions / roles are most critical?

•

If you look at headcount or % of wage bill by
level or function does this align with your
priorities?

“Customer retention and
repayment is critical once we
sell a unit, so our customer
service team is 70% of both
headcount and our wage bill”

Organizational & role structure

There are four key steps to design an org. structure that drives
quality performance
2

1
Align on the overall
strategic goals

Define the capabilities &
capacity needed to attain
your goals
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4
Sense check the
developed structure &
refine accordingly

4

Identify key outputs &
staff who should be
accountable for each

Organizational & role structure

Strategic goals should be the guiding force behind the structure
and size of team you plan to employ
1
Align on the overall strategic goals
Key considerations
Growth objectives: Where do you see the
company in 5 years?
– Target rev. growth over next 5 years
– Geog. expansion plans and timing
– Expansion of product / service offering
Competitive advantage: How do you
differentiate yourself from competitors? What
is your value proposition to clients?
– Technology
– Brand / image
– Customer service
– Price
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Example

Solar X, a solar home system
distributor, has a vision of growing
revenue by 40% in the next two years
by expanding its reach through
opening hubs in 2 new locations to
sell it’s flagship product: a low-cost
mobile charging unit

Organizational & role structure

Once goals are defined, organizations must determine the key
capabilities required and how best to organize them
2
Define the capabilities & capacity needed to attain your goals

Key considerations

Example

• What areas of responsibility do we have
today?
• What new capabilities will we need?
• What are the core responsibilities (max 1-2)
for each department?

Existing
functions
Capabilities
needed

Business development
R&D
Country operations
Production
Sales

Structure your organization based on the factors that drive your competitive advantage:
Functional
structure
Examples:
Marketing, R&D
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Product
structure
Examples:
Clothing,
footwear

Market
structure
Examples:
Men’s wear,
Woman’s wear

Geographical
structure
Examples: East
Africa, West
Africa

Process
structure
Examples:
Sales, Customer
service

Organizational & role structure

Build your high-level structure based on the responsibilities
(outputs) for each area & skills required to execute
3
Identify key outputs & staff who should be accountable for each

• For each area, what are the key outputs and
decisions needed?
• What skills and experience are needed to
do this well?
• What does this imply for headcount and
your wage bill?

Sales: Develops & implements regional sales
strategy

Focus on:
• Outputs rather than activities
• Skills rather than qualifications
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Head of sales

Example

• Key output: Multi-year sales strategy
• Skills & experience: History of
leading successful sales teams
• No. needed: 1 at VP level
• Wage: Annual salary of $XXX

Sales agent

Key considerations

• Key output: # of units sold, %
repayment
• Skills & experience: Customer
service, attention to detail (contracts)
• Reports to: Head of sales
• No. needed: 10 per location
• Wage: Annual salary of $XXX

Organizational & role structure

The final step is to ‘sense check’ the structure you’ve created to find
opportunities to make it more effective or efficient
4
Sense check the developed structure & refine accordingly

Key considerations
• What are the key operational barriers to meeting your growth targets? Will your planned
investments in team address these gaps?
• How much would this cost on an annual basis? (by level, region, department) If I had to trim,
where would I?
• Do all of these staff need to be full time? Could some needs be met by board advisors,
consultants, part time staff?
• Who do I need first? How can hires be phased?
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Organizational & role structure

With an org. structure in place, companies should review and tailor
their role structures to drive employee engagement

Ownership

Growth

Connection

Do employees see
the value that their
work creates
externally?

Do employees have
a sense of autonomy
over their work?

Are employees given
opportunities and
support to develop?

Do employees have
connections
amongst each other?

• Organizing work
into project
teams that
employees can
rotate through

• Clearly articulating
how employee
actions translate
to company
performance

• Actively creating
opportunities for
external visibility
(e.g., staff take part
in presenting at
events)

• Setting the
expectation that
managers actively
provide
constructive
feedback

• Offering different
work location
options e.g.
working remotely,
intra office
transfers

• Linking
employee KPI’s
to what drives
value for the
company

• Letting staff own
processes endto-end

• Ensuring that
managers are
supporting
employee
development

• Creating a work
environment that
encourages
interaction e.g.
attractive lunch
seating
• Hosting interactive
events e.g. team
lunches,
knowledge shares,
sporting events

Variety

Practical approaches

Is there enough
variety in employees’
day-to-day
activities?
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Source:

Impact

Case study

Syngenta changed their organizational structure to support their
culture of innovation
Challenge
Company overview
Global Swiss-based
company that produces
seeds and agrochemicals
for global markets
• Industry: Agribusiness
• Manufactures, develops
and distributes seeds
and crop protection
products across the
world
• Revenue: 12.8B (2016)
• Employees: 27,600
(2016)

Intervention

Outcomes

• Company used a hierarchical structure, limiting
employees’ ability to innovate or take initiative
• This delayed decisions and demotivated employees

Company moved from a hierarchical structure to a
matrix structure whereby:
• The company was split up into smaller project
teams with very specific tasks and many decisions
were decentralized to team-level
• Additional flexibility was introduced through
having short-term project teams and the ability to
rotate between project teams
• Decision-making processes became more efficient
due to less bureaucracy
• Employees were more motivated due to the
increased variety & flexibility in their roles

Source: 1) http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/syngenta/developing-an-effective-organisational-structure/organisational-structure.html#axzz4GpoWSzxG

Are you interested in:
Evaluating your organizational &
role structure needs?

Organizational &
role structure

function finance relationships market
leadership participation product network
boss reporting lines hierarchy
departments responsibilities duties
capacity intrinsic collaboration connection
coordination marketing effort culture
innovation governance decision formal
links supervision informal processes
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Understanding your strengths &
weaknesses?
Comparing your organization’s
performance against peers?

Reach out to:
talentdiagnostic@opencapitaladvisors.com
or
take our survey directly here:
https://opencapitaladvisors.com/talentdiagnostic/

